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Some review… 
Some new…



Objectives

Illinois Oil & Gas Fields

Decatur

} Extend observations from the southern Illinois Basin about 
Precambrian “basement” structure further north where 
constraints are poor.

} Present first 3D analysis of “basement” reflectivity in 
Illinois Basin region; from a seismic volume used for CO2

sequestration planning.  

} What do we learn about composition & geologic history
of Precambrian crust in the vicinity of the ADM site. 

} Provide some context for the expression of micro-
seismicity in the study area.  



n Principal basement 
province: 

n Granite-rhyolite province 
(EGRP) (1.4-1.5 Ga).

“Deep” Basement Geology

Possible origins for 
the granite-rhyolite 
province:

(1) rifting?
(2) subduction?

Rodinia

Study
area

Basement beneath Illinois basin 
part of a vast granitic igneous 

terrane



Pratt	et	al.,	1992

Upper	10	s	two-way	traveltimeof	
COCORP	Oklahoma	line	1	and	Oklahoma	

line	4	

Early	examples	of	layered	Precambrian	
basement	with	reflectivity	caused	by	

interpreted	diabase	sills



Decatur

Deep seismic 
reflection 

dataà view into 
upper crust 

beneath Illinois 
Basin



coherency filtered S-1 profile

top, pC “basement”

next slide

North

Precambrian sequences

Pz section

5 km est. depth

30 km est. depth

Wedge-shaped structures (in 2D profile) may suggest a mafic igneous origin?



Line S-1

Precambrian sequences

Moho Discontinuity

Line S-3

“nested” Proterozoic seismic sequences beneath the Paleozoic Illinois Basin

West East

17 km est. depth

39 km est. depth

Base of Paleozoic



from	Sparta	shelf

Precambrian

Wedge-shaped	structures	 (in	2D	profile)	may	suggest	a	mafic	igneous	origin?

Numerous 
examples of 

dipping 
Precambrian 

reflectors beneath 
Paleozoic Illinois 

Basin



Iso-travel time structure 
map for entire 

Proterozoic sequence 
beneath the Illinois Basin 

based on available 
seismic reflection data. 5.50 s @ 17 km

…the structure of this major 
crustal feature is well defined 
on the west and south, but 
remains unknown to the north 
and east…

Decatur

Area of new seismic 
data

Do the Proterozoic 
sequences die out to 
the NW?

??
?

?



Hinton #7 
penetrated 2600 
feet of Mt. Simon

Wells with 
Precambrian 
granite

Decatur

Area of interest

Thick 
Cambrian=> 
evidence of 

rifting?

Hannes Leetaru, ISGS



New ISGS profiles base map

Today’s area of focus:



Regional 2D profile: 
“strike” view 

of shallow, western 
pC sequence

W-E regional 2D seismic reflection data

Large vertical exaggeration

north



Regional 2D profile: 
“dip” view 

of shallow eastern
pC sequence

north



Regional 2D profile: 
“strike” view 

of deep, eastern 
pC sequence



Use ADM 3D 
seismic 

volume to 
refine/confirm 
the image of 
Precambrian 

structure

Base map, ADM 3D seismic volume and intersecting 2D regional seismic profiles



Inline, unmigratedInline, migrated

Detailed 3D extract: 
“dip” view of pC sequence



X-line, unmigratedX-line, migrated

Detailed 3D extract: “strike” view of pC sequence



north

north

north

Intersection of 2D and 3D seismic reflection data

Extracted from 3D volume Extracted from 2D profile



north

North

top, Precambrian

onlapping reflector, Precambrian???

Three surfaces mapped from 3D seismic data

ADM 3D 
seismic data 

survey



Can we recognize seismic stratigraphic features 
indicative of “sedimentation” in Precambrian rocks?



eastwest L601

Excerpt, L101

5000 ft

Base of pC sequence where it shallows to the east

~4200 m est. depth

Onlapping	pC	reflector??



Travel-time 
parallelism 
comparison



Noise bursts and 
migration 

consequences

Some challenges 
with fine-scale 

interpretation of 
ADM seismic 

volume



Bill Keach, BYU

Top of pC basement

Dipping intra-pC reflector



Top of pC basement

Bill Keach, BYU

Probable multiples

Dipping	intra-Precambrian	reflector

north

Perspective view of 3D seismic data volume



Cosine	of	Instantaneous	Phase:	more	precise	event	recognition

Top of pC basement

Bill Keach, BYU

Probable multiples



Evidence of a faulted intra-pC surface

Bill Keach, BYU



Evidence of a faulted intra-pC surface

Bill Keach, BYU



Evidence of a faulted intra-pC surface

Bill Keach, BYU



Regional	+	detailed	structure:	Intra-Precambrian	reflector

~4200 m est. depth

2182 m depth



Fanciful interpretation of the deep pC
reflector sequence as a assemblage of 

mafic plutons and sills
McBride et al., 2016, after Chevallier and Woodword (1999)



Chevallier and Woodword, 1999

A’

A
B’

B

B’B

A
A’

2	km

Example of 
saucer-shaped 

diabase sills

Williston diabase igneous sill, 
western Karoo, South Africa

Is our interpretation of deep 
Precambrian reflectivity 

consistent with independent 
geological and geophysical 

observations for mafic (diabase) 
igneous intrusions (sills)?



Polteau et al., 2008

Visualization of a saucer-shaped sill 
interpreted from 3D seismic data in the 

Møre Basin offshore Mid-Norway



27	km

Malthe-Sorenssen et al., 2004

Exmouth Plateau, Australian NW Shelf

Example of saucer-shaped 
diabase sill within 
sedimentary rocks



McBride and Kolata (1999)

Example of saucer-shaped diabase sills 
interpreted from deep seismic profile 

(BIRPS) from Gulf of Bothnia (between 
Finland and Sweden) 



Potential field 
dataà

anomalous 
“basement”?

Decatur

Shallow crustal 
diabase(?) sequence

1st vertical 
derivative RTP 

magnetic 
intensity



Origin of Precambrian “basement” 
reflectivity?

In the absence of direct drill-hole confirmation 
for the interior of the sequence, we entertain 
three possible explanations for the depositional 
package: 
– a previously unknown sedimentary succession 

bordered or surrounded by igneous rocks; 
– volcani-clastic material associated with rhyolitic

volcanism; 
– a sequence of basaltic sills intruded into a granitic 

composition Proterozoic basement.



A fanciful x-sect starting on the west in the St. Francois Mts. based on reflection and 
drillhole data suggests a collapsed volcanic caldera complex within the granite 
rhyolite province, producing deep, nested volcani-clastic sequences or a rifting event. 

Extension of crust in the granite-rhyolite province 
was associated with magmatism, perhaps brought 

on by rifting and incipient ocean opening.

Let the cartoon begin!



This and other Precambrian sequences are tentatively interpreted as evidence of a 
poorly understood rifting event.

We have delineated a wedge/bowl-shaped seismic stratigraphic sequence within 
“basement” (i.e., significantly beneath base of the Paleozoic sedimentary 
section); internal “depositional” features are likely multiple reflections, requiring 
advanced seismic data processing. 

Open question: does concave-upward sill complex perturb the state of stress and 
thus affect micro-seismicity?    

Newly acquired 3D/2D seismic reflection data from the central Illinois Basin 
provide the first detailed view of internal basement reflectivity beneath the basin. 

The strong reflectivity is interpreted as an unusually concentrated zone of mafic 
igneous intrusion.
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